Figure S1: For a selection of the evaluated non-gauge-corrected P datasets, temporal correlations between 3-day mean gauge-and dataset-based P time series (R 3 day ). Each data point represents a gauge.
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(a) CHIRP V2.0
Figure S2: For a selection of the evaluated non-gauge-corrected P datasets, temporal correlations between monthly mean gauge-and dataset-based P time series (R monthly ). Each data point represents a gauge.
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Figure S3: For a selection of the evaluated non-gauge-corrected P datasets, temporal correlations between gauge-and dataset-based SPI-6 time series (R SPI-6 ). Each data point represents a gauge.
Figure S4: For a selection of the evaluated non-gauge-corrected P datasets, the MAE calculated between monthly mean gauge-and dataset-based P time series. Each data point represents a gauge. 
